
PILOT & OBSERVER

PET PEEVE(S):
• The duplication of work. At the end of the day, I have to fill out the Right of Way form and submit it before the next day. There 

are many instances I don’t get the form in until 9/10 at night.
• It’s some times hard to remember and pair the photos I take with the right conflicts I record.

 
ENVIRONMENT:
We do our prep work on the ground with access to a wifi connection in the morning. During the day, we are bouncing around in a 
prop plane with some cell coverage. There are some areas where we have no cell coverage. It’s hit and miss throughout the day. At 
the end of our day, we try to do our reports in the air if we have a big chunk of dead head time. If not, we wrap up the reports on the 
ground and send them off with a wifi connection.
 
DAY IN THE LIFE:
After we do our pre-flight checklist, our work for Marathon begins. We call the OneCall Specialist in Findlay and let them know 
we are taking off for the day and where we plan on going. We’ve also emailed the area managers to let them know. Once in the air, 
we call our first area manager to let them we are entering their area. We’ll also let them know when we leave. We do this for all 
areas. We record all our activity in our spiral bound notebook. Our time in out of areas as well as Hobs time and dead head time 
(dead head time refers to the time were we are not actively flying the pipeline for instance when we need to get fuel or lunch). Also 
conflicts are detailed out in the notebook. 

When we come across a conflict, we go into action of capturing it. This includes circling the area to get photos and to get a better 
look of what is going on. As the pilot, I tell the observer what I see while he writes it down. Once we feel, we’ve seen what we 
needed, we’ll circle one more time to do our best to line up the plane overhead of the conflict to get coordinates. It’s not a 100% 
accurate, but it’s the best we can do. From there, we call the OneCall Specialist and report what we saw if we think it’s a level 2 or 
3. If it’s a level 1, we call the area supervisor to get a double check that indeed it’s a level 1 emergency. If it is, then we call to get the 
line shut down.

When we are done flying for the day, our job isn’t complete. We then travel back to the hotel room or wherever and manual enter 
all the information in our notebook into the Right of Way form which is in Excel. Before we send off the form for each area, we 
attach the photos for those areas. Sometimes, we don’t get these forms completed and sent until 9/10 at night.

TODAY’S TOOLS:
• Notebook & pencil
• iPhone
• Analog watch
• GPS with centerline data



ONECALL SPECIALIST

PET PEEVE(S):
• Dropped calls when I trying to get the details of a conflict
• Area managers haunting me to find out where the pilots are and when do they plan on entering their areas 

ENVIRONMENT:
I sit in a cube at the corporate headquarters all day long with a desktop computer and comfy chair.

DAY IN THE LIFE:
I take the previous day’s Right of Ways forms and compare it to the conflicts I entered into our internal system called IRTH. I want 
to make sure the number of conflicts are the same for the both of us. Sometimes, pilots/observers forget to call in conflicts. Also 
this form gives me a reference when it comes to billing for Hobs and dead time from the contractor. 

After I get this squared away in the morning, I jump into action fielding calls from our pilots. We can have up to 8 pilot crews flying 
Mon-Fri which can cause for very busy days. They call me when they take off for the day and land and of course when conflicts 
arise. I gather from them a description of the conflict, coordinates, and what threat level they believe it to be. From there, I use the 
coordinates and run it thru another mapping program we have that gives me a city, state and county. I add all the information to 
IRTH which creates tickets for Field Ops folks via OneCall Mobile. 

Beyond fielding calls from our pilots, I also get a lot of calls from area managers asking where the pilots are, when are they coming 
to their area, and why haven’t they’ve been to their area yet. The area managers like to stalk the pilots and know their every move. 
It’s like the paparazzi and a celebrity.

TODAY’S TOOLS:
• Excel
• Wireless headset
• IRTH (internal system)
• Lots of patiences



FIELD OPS

PET PEEVE(S):
• Not getting photos to conflicts until the next day
• The coordinates being off. I can easily be 500ft off or more from where I need to be.
• Not knowing where the darn pilots are at
• The pilots not knowing the difference between pieces of equipment on the ground. Some pieces can do a heck of a lot more 

damage than others.
• The pilots not being consistent in what they report.

ENVIRONMENT:
My truck is my office. I’m always out in the field. The computer I work with is mounted in my truck. I do step into the office each 
morning for a quick meeting, but I’m back out getting things done in the field. So you know... I may or may not have cell phone 
coverage, but I know the area well and can get to coverage fairly quick.

DAY IN THE LIFE:
I walk into my area office each morning at 7:00 for a meeting. Once that wraps up, I’m headed back out to the field. On the days, 
I know the pilots are supposed to fly my area I try my best to stage myself to be at the same starting position as them when they 
enter my area. It saves me time and allows me to be more responsive to reported conflicts. This is why I need to know where the 
pilot is at. If I’m at the opposite end of where he is, that can easily add several hours of just driving to catch up to them which in 
mind is a waste of time. 

I receive conflict tickets via an application called OneCall Mobile which is created from the IRTH system the OneCall Specialists 
use. I have to sync this app to get knew information. They don’t automatically populate into my computer.  Unfortunately, I never 
get the photos at the time I get the ticket. All I get is coordinates and a description. So it’s a lot like hide and seek. I only get access 
to the photos the next day which just allows me double check that cleared the right thing. If I could see the photo a the time I got 
the ticket, I could be way more efficient with my time. Also a personal bonus, I could be home at a more responsible time than 
9/10 at night. 

TODAY’S TOOLS:
• Cellphone
• Laptop with cell connection
• Work truck

INFO TO KNOW:
• Threat Level 1:  The lines gets shutdown. This is 

out of my control.
• Threat Level 2: I have 4 hours to address.
• Threat Level 3: I have 8 hours to address.
• Threat levels are based off of distance from the 

centerline of the pipe.


